Cincinnati Children’s Hospital
3333 Burnet Ave
Cincinnati, OH 45229

AIRBNB Options:

Option 1: Most Affordable (up to 4 guests)
Address: Kemper Lane Cincinnati, OH
Distance from Hospital: Approximately 2 miles
Type: Studio Apartment
Price: $79 per night + fees
Sleeps: 4 (1 queen bed and 1 sofa bed)
Link to listing: Eden Park Studio New

Option 2: Closest to Cincinnati Children’s Hospital (up to 4 guests)
Address: 1 Corry St W Cincinnati, OH 45219
Distance from Hospital: Approximately 1 mile
Type: Entire Townhouse
Price: $85 per night + fees
Sleeps: 4 (2 bedrooms with 1 queen bed in each room)
Link to listing: Stetson Medical Center Condo

Option 3: Larger Option (up to 6 guests)
Address: Clifton Neighborhood
Distance from Hospital: 3 minute walk
Type: Private 2 bedroom Apartment in a larger home
Price: $95 per night + fees
Sleeps: 6 (2 bedrooms / 2 queen beds, 1 sofa bed, 1 air mattress)
Link to listing: Beautiful 2 bedroom
Option 4: Largest Option (up to 13 guests)

Address: Loth Street Cincinnati, OH
Distance from Hospital: Approximately 2 miles
Type: 2-bedroom apartment
Price: $75 per night + fees
Sleeps: 13 (1 king bed, 1 crib, 2 double beds, 2 sofa beds)
Link to listing: Large 2 bedroom apartment

If these options do not fit your needs, use the following link to further search airbnb locations near Cincinnati Children’s Hospital:

Cincinnati Children's Hospital Airbnb Search

Hotel Options:

Kingsgate Marriott Conference Center at the U of Cincinnati
Price: Rooms from $189
Distance from Hospital: .9 miles
Hotel Website: Kingsgate Marriott

Hampton Inn and Suites Cincinnati/Uptown-University Area
Price: from $134
Distance from Hospital: 1 mile
Hotel Website: Hampton Inn

Fairfield Inn and Suites Cincinnati Upton/University Area
Price: from $139
Distance from Hospital: 1.7 miles
Hotel Website: Fairfield Inn

For more information regarding housing, please visit the Cincinnati Children’s “Where to Stay” website:
Cincinnati Children’s Where to Stay